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Donate $500.00 or more to Sing It Forward! and your company will receive a FREE
90-minute exclusive live webinar (max 100 attendees) of our #1 rated Keynote
"Crucial Conversations: 5 Key Concepts to Help You Discuss What Matters Most"
AND a 30-minute Q&A session with Bob on all things business analysis related.
 Other virtual workshops are available. This is a $3500.00 value.  Read More -
Donate Today!

 

Spring Has Sprung Episode 10 - What is the
future of the Business
Analyst?

Can Putting FUN in Your
Environment Make a
Process More Effective?

The first day of spring is
March 20th.  The whole
world seems to wake up
and bring forth green grass
and colorful flowers. 
Spring just seems to be
the time of renewal and of
rebirth. Do you find
yourself thinking about
summer?  Or do you start
thinking about your career
development?

What is the future of the
Business Analyst?  Check
out our latest episode to
get a glimpse of the future
of the Business Analysis
profession and how the
Business Analyst will
interact with the
organization in exciting
new ways.  

Work and fun are like oil
and water.  No matter how
hard you stir them
together, they always
separate from each other. 
At work, we need to be
professional, focused, and
serious in following our
processes.  Does FUN
make us more productive
or effective?
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Upcoming Class ScheduleUpcoming Class Schedule
Save 10% with group registrations!

 

 Badass Business Analysis Techniques 
(Virtual - Online)

Apr 17, 2017

Come see what the #1 rated workshop at all Project World
and Project Summit events is all about!  If you struggle with
not getting enough information or time from stakeholders to
get the job done you may want to rethink the techniques
you have been using.  

Influencing Without Authority 
(Classroom)

Apr 21, 2017

The key to getting work done is through political and
collaborative skills.  How do you get the cooperation of
those that you have no authority over?  In this workshop we
won't just talk about the science - we will discuss practical
every day application.

The Agile Business Analyst 
(Virtual - Online)

May 22, 2017

There are many approaches to Agile but few address how
business analysis is done within the approach. 
Unfortunately many teams are struggling and wondering
why they don't have a business analyst.  There is more to it
than a user story right?

The Agile Business Analyst
(Classroom)

Jun 2, 2017

There are many approaches to Agile but few address how
business analysis is done within the approach. 
Unfortunately many teams are struggling and wondering
why they don't have a business analyst.  There is more to it
than a user story right?
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Influencing Without Authority
(Virtual - Online)

Jul 7, 2017

The key to getting work done is through political and
collaborative skills.  How do you get the cooperation of
those that you have no authority over?  In this workshop we
won't just talk about the science - we will discuss practical
every day application.

Business Analysis Street Smarts
(Virtual - Online)

Aug 18, 2017

Are you faced with increasingly complex challenges,
seemingly insurmountable problems, your unique culture,
and the unknowns that some days make your job
impossible?  This class provides real-world scenarios that
give you the streets smarts for greater success.
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